ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
by a very few white troops and the direction of action by white
officers could overcome almost any number of unaided natives.
By skill in handling the native rulers and pitting them one
against the other, by defending those Indians whom he favoured
against those whom he desired to exclude, he was soon on the
way to making the French masters of the south-eastern coast of
India.
After Dupleix's example, and late in his career, a young clerk
of the English company, Robert Clive, took up similar adventures
with a similar success. But the schemes of Dupleix did not suit
the ideas of the French Government, which had no ambition for
political domination in India, thinking it an error to mix up
such an object with the opportunities of trade. Later they
changed their mind, but for the moment they recalled Dupleix—
in 1754. Clive went home about the same time, but he returned
in 1755; the important part of his career and the definite estab-
lishment of English superiority over French in the Indian
peninsula dates from 1756, which is also the opening year of
that decisive episode, the Seven Years War.
(z) The New World. In America the situation was as follows:
The valley and estuary of the St Lawrence, with the exception of
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, were in the hands of the French
under the title of Canada. It was but a thin belt of sparsely
inhabited territory with a very severe climate, and counted during
this period at the most some 40,000 inhabitants. But the French
also had explored, sent missionaries among the natives, and
established widely separated posts farther west, along the line
of the Great Lakes and down the Mississippi valley. Their
numbers in these enormous unexplored spaces were quite
insignificant, nor were they preparing to proceed to any con-
siderable settlement. The English-speaking colonies, on the
other hand, including the descendants of the Dutch in New
York and a certain number of other non-English settlers, held
all the good land along the seaboard in a chain of separate but
contiguous colonies, and their numbers were already in the
neighbourhood of a million*
Trade with them, the increase in their numbers and therefore
of their produce, also the increase in the area they could occupy,
was a prime object of English policy. The colonials themselves
clashed with the French outposts in and beyond the long wooded
belt of the Alleghany range. The French also had a fort at
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